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INDEPENDENT IZZY 

THE BEE

“I know there is a responsibility 
to work on my own sometimes. 
Maybe in a group where I take 
the responsibility for a certain 
task and sharing or just 
because I need to get on with 
it. I feel pride knowing I have 
the drive to go out there and 
find out how to solve a 
problem by using all of my 
learning skills!”



CONNOR CONNECTIONS 

THE SPIDER

“I am able to use what I have 
learnt along the way to make 
connections between subjects and 
in my learning. I can see how 
things fit together to make my 
work even better. Sometimes I can 
use my friend’s work to help me 
and I always remember my 
teacher’s feedback. Making links 
between information and my 
feedback is what I am all about!”



TOMMY TEAMWORK 

THE GIRAFFE

“I create a better world using 
teamwork, partnerships and 
collaboration, as we need an 
entire army of friends to work 
together to build a better chance 
to become better learners. People 
who work as a team have to put 
the collective needs of the group 
ahead of their individual 
interests!”



RESILIENT ROSIE

THE PLATYPUS

“I am able to bounce back from 
disappointment or difficulties. I
know this can sometimes happen 
but I’m determined to succeed 
and be the best I can be. In 
fact the more resilient I am in 
overcoming problems, the 
stronger I become. I am wise 
indeed!”



DANNY DEDUCTION

THE DRAGON

“I enjoy working things out. I
try to find clues that help me
learn and discover the answer.
I like being faced with a 

mystery or tough challenge 
that will take quite a bit of work
to solve and uncover several 

facts to get there!”



PLANNER PETE

THE BABOON

“I am a clever one indeed. I

know that often, things have to 

be planned with care and thought

through before starting a task.  

I use my plan to produce an 

amazing piece of work; 

sometimes on my own, but 

sometimes it takes a team!”



ELLIE EVALUATE

THE OWL

“I evaluate what is needed using 

my expertise and the information 

I have to measure up my 

decisions and decide what is 
right. 

I may need to think a lot and

explain my decisions carefully!”



MEET THE WHOLE GANG!


